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EVENT07.11.2017
Hannah Knox (University College
London), "When infrastructures go
digital: some anthropological
reflections on sensors, grids and the
‘smart’ energy revolution"

LIBRARYThe Cultural Center:
Architecture as Cultural Policy in
Postwar Europe

PROJECTAfrican Modernism, Part 2 EVENT22.01.–26.01.2018
Winter School: Housing From Above
and Below
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PROJECTFrom Camp to City: The
refugee camps of the Western Sahara

LIBRARYSome sketches for a
Postcolonial Theories for Museums
handbook

PROJECTQuasi-Urbanization:
Architectures between Bare Life and
Global Citizenship

LIBRARYBetween activism and the
academy: The urban as political
terrain

In our rapidly changing and contested global environment, cities are becoming increasingly important: they house a majority of the
world’s inhabitants and act as catalysts of social, economic, cultural, and ecological change. Urban Studies at the University of Basel
offers a new platform for understanding these planetary transformations, starting from the premise that the world’s urban and
environmental challenges call not only for new ways of doing but for new ways of thinking. Imagining alternative futures means
rethinking the present—its historical making, its political unfolding, and the ways in which it is made sensible. (...)

The University of Basel’s Master in Critical Urbanisms is an English-taught four-semester program that trains a new generation of
graduates to think beyond divisions of urban versus rural and North versus South in order to address the complexity of urban
lifeworlds in the twenty-first century. The program is founded by an internationally recognized faculty who work on and with cities and
territories from a global perspective. The curriculum is structured around an interdisciplinary research studio where students work
together combining humanities and social-scientific methods with visual and spatial analysis, and a semester of study and fieldwork in
Cape Town, at the African Centre for Cities of the University of Cape Town. (...)
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